Bioprocessing of Soft Cereals for Postmodern Ruminants: Ascertaining Decades of Uncertainty
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Editorial

This article provides practical thoughts and on-farm strategies to seek relief from decades of confusions in optimizing physical bioprocessing of soft cereal grains for ruminants. Soft grains mostly include wheat, barley and oats that are characterized by their rapidly degradable starch and protein in rumen [1,2]. The problems start from such initial over-fermentation shortly post-feeding. However, despite decades of research, less than few simple and feasible approaches have been developed for on-farm application. This is critical since the metabolic disorders (e.g., subacute rumen acidosis, steatosis, steatohepatitis, and immune deficiency) stem from irregular and abnormal rhythms of circadian rumen fermentation [3,4].

The above disorders greatly reduce ruminant longevity and profitability. Soft grains have long been rolled either dry or using steam in many parts of the world. With advanced technologies, complex steam-rolling and steam-flaking equipment have been established to replace the more traditional bioprocessing technique of grinding using hammer mills. However, problems have not been prevented or resolved and were even worsened in many world scenarios [5,6]. This proves that new technologies do not necessarily bring or improve management. In reality, the advanced technologies have made the challenges more complicated than they were before, mainly due to mismanagement in their optimization methods.

Evidence and experience from Iran, North and South Americas, Europe, Asia and Australia suggest that the modern ruminant industry has not suffered from any other risk more than mismanagement in bioprocessing and feeding of soft cereals [4,7]. Research findings indicate that increasing grain particle size by dry-rolling, steam-rolling, or steam-flaking, when compared to fine and coarse grinding, does not essentially improve productivity and health. Since many farms worldwide have medium or small size, establishing the expensive rolling facilities do in reality provide no advantage over grinding and could greatly increase costs. Such energy-consuming bioprocessing techniques may be justified merely when used in very large farms (>500-1000 heads) to help better manage diet mixing and healthy feeding, and reduce feed waste and diet misrepresentation.

As a certainty, the conventional grinding of soft cereals is a viable and economical strategy to improve postmodern ruminant management and economics. More advanced and complex bioprocessing technologies would only exacerbate the problems in many global scenarios. They ought to be utilized in right place at right time e.g., in large-scale farming at moderately high grain rates. When dietary inclusions rates follow wisdom, the choice of bioprocessing techniques must not be a challenge.
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